
MOBILITY IN BIRMINGHAM  

   

LTT activites at Cromwell Primary School  

 

As Yalova Team we attended the mobility in Birmingham,UK on 19th-26th of January for our 

Eramus + project about gender equality which name is ‘’We all equal one’’. 

 

I would like to say that this mobility has broadened our horizon because we were informed about 

the educatıon system of Cromwell Primary School and we had cultural trip around the Birmingham 

city. 

 

First day of the meeting we visited Think Tank. Think Tank is a science museum that offers  an 

enlıghtenment and fun for both the students and teachers. While we are visiting this place, we 

realized that  children can develop  their skills and understanding through  fun and play in this 

science museum. 

 

On second day, we had cultural trip around the Birmingham city. We visited Birmingham Museum 

and Art Gallery, Birmingham Central Library and went on a Canal Trip. 

 

On Third day of meeting, we visited Cromwell Primary School and Bordesley Village Primary 

school. We were informed about the class and educatıon system by our coordinator. We attended a  

class and we had a chance to observe how to teach Spanısh to the students. We also attended a 

drama class. I and my colleagues were most ımpressed by the school educatıon system because all 

the students were listening to the subject very carefully. Teachers were able to get all the kids to 

focus on the lesson. So, we learned new ways and methods. 

 

On the fourth day, we watched a traditional British pantomime in school. It was funny and 

educational. The Last day of the meeting we shared of our experiences and we had coordinator 

meeting for the planning future meetings. Afterwards we had certificate ceremony. 

For this mobility I and my collegues thank to our coordinator Johanna, Nick, principal of the school 

and all the staff for their hospitality and kındness. 

For me and my collegues, it was more educational experience and also we learned how can we 

teach gender equality for early ages students in the schools. 

 

Yalova Team 

 


